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as for game balancing, generals 2 was the
first rts to release a balance patch, but later
releases have left it out. the expansion, on
the other hand, is very heavy on balancing,

along with a whole collection of new
gameplay modes. numerous third party
development houses have been creating

unofficial patchsto their own titles over the
years, including pirates, omm, creative

assembly, black ops, securom, gamespy,
beenox, origin systems and a number of
others. many of these tools use clever

techniques to bypass the single-use serial
number system, though securom was the
first to successfully develop software that
could be installed on a single computer on
more than one platform and made a name

for itself by doing so. among the most
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popular of these tools are axialis' nosecat,
paragon's gameranger, keen software's

black ops, and jagex's unofficial patch. there
are also a number of anti-piracy solutions
that can thwart many of these tools and
their activation methods. the most well-

known is securom's anti-piracy measures,
particularly its patchguard system which

prevents unauthorized applications or
patches from being added to a pc. securom's
securom dc, another tool that can be used to

de-authorize installed applications, is of
particular interest to third party developers
as it can tell if any of the tools used to patch
games have been applied. westwood studios
has produced an immense number of titles

over the years and it's hard to pick which are
the best. we decided that, since we're

always searching for new stuff, we'd give a
shout-out to some of our favorite games!
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players assume control of various units, such
as clones and infantry, and can form

alliances with other factions and even
complete additional side objectives to

succeed in victory conditions. units can be
sent to different battle zones by a

commander, allowing for tactics such as "air
supremacy" and limiting the opponent's

options. by commanding different units and
choosing between several possible orders
and options, players can create their own

action plans. as in the original, each
commander has their own special skills, and
the game features five "abilities" for each

unit. these abilities affect not only the unit's
strength (hit points), but also its movement,
speed, attack and defense. in addition, using
these units is not the only decision that has

consequences; each unit has a level of
experience, depending on its age. the unit's

sex, age and wieght also affects its
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performance. a total of 36 hexagonal tilesets
are used, including six separate

geographical regions. these are the
headquarters, hydroponics, power

generator, science labs, and four different
outposts. the game starts with a base of one
tile for the headquarters, a single tile for the
hydroponics, and one tile for the generator.
the science labs can be built only after the
technology has been unlocked. however,

only six labs can be built, all with maximum
capacity, and so a lab must be scrapped to

rebuild it, or be upgraded. the game features
six weapons on each side, and each faction
also has a special unit known as the armor.
these vary in strength from twelve strength
to thirteen. there is a "first wave" of troops
that follows the player until the end of the
scenario. the amount of enemies and the
number of reinforcements also vary from

scenario to scenario. the ai is rather
simplistic, focusing on the actions taken by

the player. this is aimed for the use of
inexperienced players, as a more
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complicated ai would simply take an
inordinate amount of effort to develop and

implement. the two types of units, clone and
soldier, behave much like in the original
game, and both are extremely difficult to

use effectively. this makes the game a very
difficult one, and often a demanding one as

well. several revisions to the game took
place, such as the addition of a female

commander. another version added
campaign mode in place of the then-

frequently-controversial scenario editor.
these were released in separate add-ons.
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